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THE PACIFIC ISLANDS



HOW DOES LAW REFORM CONTRIBUTE?

A rule of thumb for law reformers and law makers is that laws are made for 
the benefit of the people the laws are intended to regulate. 

On this basis, how laws can take advantage of a combination of cultural 
practices and international best practices or ideas to achieve practical 
resolutions for small islands becomes a matter of national interest. 



For Samoa and the Pacific Islands, the incorporation of customary practices 
(communal based) into Parliament laws (individual based) without breaching 
fundamental rights is still an ongoing learning exercise. However, this is slowly 
attempted, with lessons learnt and attitudes shifting slowly, but surely.  

In addition, law reform reviews need to keep a check upon and confirm 
domestic legislative compliance with the international environmental 
agreements Pacific Islands are parties to, where such compliance is in the best 
interests of the small island states. 



TO BE REFLECTED IN LOCAL LAWS

- Check that the fabric of your local laws are in compliance with and in support of 
internationally agreed dispute resolution mechanisms that are also supportive of 
small state contexts

- Legislative compliance with international agreements to which small states are party 
to

- if local dispute resolution practices are more relevant and practical, to support 
and advocate the same to be in legislation, rules or policies

- ensure local practices are drafted within the scope of constitution and the 
fundamental and individual rights 



LAW AND CUSTOM IN LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING

Qn: For the Pacific Islands, and similar small states, is it enough for a drafter to 
know the technical rules?

The discussions towards the formal recognition of relevant custom in Parliament law 
making are intended to have the following effect:

1) To reduce the distance between the prevailing customary legal system and the 
state legal system, and assist existence and accommodation where relevant. 

2) To assist legislative drafters and law makers avoid glossing over, ‘overlooking or 
misinterpreting grassroots activities’ so that Pacific Islands may embrace 
development on the unique principles of both the modern and customary sectors.
(Epeli Hau’ofa, ‘Our Sea of Islands’ 1993)



These attempts to view law making from a bottom up approach, wont answer all 
questions, but a start to documenting how Pac Is would like their laws drafted, the 
principles and values that guide legislative drafting. There is much to do.

Not all custom are favourable for incorporation into state laws; those customary 
practices which benefit the Pacific Islands must be considered for incorporation into 
draft laws, if they are beneficial to the Pacific Islands.

Emphasis: is on the needs particular to Pacific Island draft laws, which are developed 
to regulate the lives of populations, governed by both state laws and customary laws.

For example environmental laws: developed drafts must be developed inclusive of 
the customary context. Ideally, by the time a draft Bill reaches Cabinet and Parliament 
for enactment, this draft Bill would have already been scrutinised against the societal 
contextual features that draft Bill would need to take root and survive in.



CONSIDER: DRAFTING PROCESS INCLUSIVE OF CUSTOM 
CONSIDERATION

The Four Methods of Incorporation

Legislative drafters may choose the method that best suits their Pacific Island context, 
with any relevant modifications. The relevant literature found outside of the Pacific 
region suggests 4 approaches by which customs may be recognised in formal laws. 

These are as follows:

1) through the codification process (least recommendable); 

2) the restatement of customary laws;

3) incorporation by reference or referential legislation; and

4) through translating customary rules into formal laws.



CONSIDERED:

- THE CONTEXT UPON WHICH DRAFT LAWS ARE PLACED

- LAW AND CUSTOM IN LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING

- LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING PROCESS IN CONTEXT

- DRAFTING PROCESS INCLUSIVE OF CUSTOM CONSIDERATION

The significance of the role of a legislative drafter drafting Pacific Island laws is heightened by the 
plural realities of the Pacific Islands. 

NB: LAWS MUST BE IN CONTEXT OF SMALL ISLAND STATES, TO ENSURE THE SAME ARE 
FOR THE BENEFIT AND ARE RELEVANT TO THE POPULATIONS

Advocate this….





THANK YOU!

FAAFETAI LAVA!


